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IT MAKES YOU FEEL UNREASONABLY HAPPY! –Pauline Kael, The New Yorker
Movies for Moderns 812 339.2002 TheRYder.com

Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am

Sept 13-29 With the peerless style and rich perspective on Black America she brought
to such acclaimed novels as Beloved, The Bluest Eye, and Song of Solomon, Toni Morrison earned a reputation as one of America’s greatest living writers.
She wrote her books from a vital, underrepresented point of view. Inspired to write
because no one took a “little black girl” seriously, Morrison was one of the few who
wrote for an African American audience, and she understood the way language could
operate as an oppressive or uplifting force—she refused to let her words be marginalized. After years of fighting to be heard, Morrison was awarded a Nobel Prize for her
writing, and her novels are now taught in schools around the world. 2019 | 120 min

Werner Herzog: Meeting Gorbachev
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Sept 20, 21, 22 Werner Herzog and André Singer’s riveting documentary, filled with
unforgettable archive materials and based on three long interviews, provides incredible access to, arguably, the world’s greatest living politician. Now 87 and battling
illness, the visionary Mikhail Gorbachev, former General Secretary of the U.S.S.R, has
mellowed. Still, gently but resolutely, he is pushing towards his goals. 2019 | 92 min
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See TheRYYder.com for up-to-the-minute updates to our calendar
Mike Wallace is Here

Sept 20-Oct 6 Deemed the “enemy of the
people” by our current president, journalism
in America is on the chopping block. Lies, fake
news, propaganda, and verbal subterfuge
threaten to cripple our First Amendment. This
fascinating exposé of 60 Minutes’ fearsome
newsman Mike Wallace turns his hard-hitting,
no-holds-barred journalistic style loose on
Wallace himself, who is considered by many
to be the inventor of the form. As riveting as
it is topical, Mike Wallace Is Here mirrors its
subject’s scrutinous gaze to better understand how we arrived at the precarious media
tipping point menacing our democracy today.
2019 | 94 min

NY Dog Film Festival/Lady & the Tramp

Bring your dog to the Buskirk-Chumley Theater on Sun, Sept 22nd
Woof! Woof! The NY Dog Film Festival is
comprised of two award-winning programs
of short films about dogs and their all-toohuman companions. A portion of every ticket
benefits the Monroe County Humane Association. Children 10-and-under are free. Dogs
are free too. Yes, dogs can attend, but please
read the fine print at TheRyder.com. Here’s
something else to wag your tails about: Walt
Disney’s original Lady and the Tramp will also
be shown. Lady starts at 2pm (humans only)
followed by both programs of the NY Dog
Film Festival at 4pm and 6pm (Different films
at each program. Reserve tickets in advance
at bctboxoffice.org

The Last Black Man in San Francisco
October 4-13 Jimmie Fails has one hope in
life: to reclaim the majestic Victorian house
his grandfather built. Every week, Jimmie
and his only friend, Montgomery, make a
pilgrimage across San Francisco to Jimmie’s
dream home and imagine what life would be
like if this neighborhood had never changed.
When they realize the house’s current owners
have moved out, Jimmie decides to recreate
the home his family once had. Inspired by
the real-life story of Jimmie Fails, who plays a
fictionalized version of himself, The Last Black
Man in San Francisco elegantly engages with
a loss of cross-cultural connection as one individual seeks belonging in the new incarnation
of his hometown. The movie was directed by
Joe Talbot, a childhood friend of Jimmie’s.
Indefinable, and unmissable…it’s the kind of
film you fall into with your whole heart and
emerge from feeling, for two hours at least,
what it is to fully be transported by the magic
of film. -Entertainment Weekly
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Friday, Sept 6
Get Out Your Handkerchiefs – 7pm – IU Fine Arts
Echo in the Canyon – 8pm IU Global Theater
Saturday, Sept 7
The Raft – 5:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Get Out Your Handkerchiefs – 7pm – IU Fine Arts
Echo in the Canyon – 8pm IU Global Theater
Sunday, Sept 8 at Bear’s Place
The Raft – 5:15
Echo in the Canyon – 7:45
Friday and Saturday, Sept 13 and 14
The Raft – 6:30 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Toni Morrison – 7:30 – IU Global Theater
Get Out Your Handkerchiefs – 8:15 IU Fine Arts
Sunday, Sept 15 at Bear’s Place
Get Out Your Handkerchiefs – 3pm – Last Chance!
The Raft 5:15 – Last Chance!
Toni Morrison – 7:30
Friday, Sept 20
Mike Wallace is Here – 6:30 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Toni Morrison – 7:30 – IU GlobalTheater
Meeting Gorbachev – 8:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Saturday, Sept 21
Lady and the Tramp - 3:30 - IU Fine Arts Theater
NY Dog Film Festival Program I - 5pm - IU Fine Arts
Mike Wallace is Here – 6:30 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Toni Morrison: – 7:30 – IU Global Theater
Meeting Gorbachev – 8:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Sunday, Sept 22 at Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Lady and the Tramp – 2pm
NY Dog Film Festival Program 1 – 4pm
NY Dog Film Festival Program 2 – 6pm
Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am – 8pm
Sunday, Sept 22 at Bear’s Place
Mike Wallace is Here – 5pm
Meeting Gorbachev – 7:30 – Last Chance!
Friday, Sept 27
Mike Wallace is Here 6:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Blood in the Mobile – 7:30 – IU Global Theater
Toni Morrison – 8:15 IU Fine Arts Theater
Saturday, Sept 28
Mike Wallace is Here 6:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
Blood in the Mobile – 7:30 – IU Radio & Television
Toni Morrison – 8:15 IU Fine Arts Theater –
Sunday, Sept 29 at Bear’s Place
Toni Morrison: – 5:00 – Last Chance!
Blood in the Mobile – 7:30 – Last Chance!
Friday Oct 4
Mike Wallace is Here – 6:15 – IU Fine Arts Theater
The Last Black Man – 8pm – IU Fine Arts Theater

We continue to add films to our calendar after
we have gone to press. Visit TheRyder.com for
up-to-the-minute listings and everything else
you want to know about The Ryder Film Series
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SUSAN
GUBAR

FLASHBACK TO NEVER

Last month’s
cover photo of
Susan Gubar
was shot by
JEREMY HOGAN

Fifty years ago she co-authored
the seminal Madwoman in the
Attic. She’s still writing — she just
published a new memoir — and
still has lots to say. Susan talks
about literature, love and the
challenges of late-life.

By Brian Stout

BY

JOAN HAWKINS

Alternate world-building, compelling story lines, and original songs fuel the rock history
podcast Flashback to Never at least as much the subtraction of one Elvis Aron Presley

LOTUS
2019
By Paul Sturm

It’s that time of year again,
and the Lotus Festival
couldn’t have picked a
better time to come along.
This preview of the 26th
annual World Music and
Arts extravaganza will
make it that much easier to
locate the Beauty you need
to get the good parts of
your sanity back.
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COLUMNS
GUIDED BY VOICES

By Kirk Markey
This new Ryder column will
provide our readers with a cross
section of lectures, presentations,
and other dynamic spoken word
events you might otherwise miss.

YOU CAN’T BEAT THE HEAT
By John Bob Slone
Clever words can add nothing to this ode to Norman Jewison’s 1968 classic In the Heat of
the Night. Just read it. Read it and weep. Read it and inﬂame your rage. Then stop reading
and do something immediately.

TABLES

By Anthony Scott Piatt
Our look at culinary craft events
includes back-to-school wine
tastings and more
EVENT HORIZON

MAKING THE MOB
By Tom Prasch

Wake me up when September
comes. It’s time to wake up!
There’s lots to do.

There’s no need to go after the rotten, low hanging fruit of UFA’s propaganda mill to ﬁnd
a cinematic analogue to President Franco, er Trump’s, current SOP for disseminating lies,
fear, and nativist anger--an early Hitchcock no-talkie will do just ﬁne.

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.
In Spider Man: Far From Home,
what does Peter Parker say to
the passengers on the bus as
they drive to Prague?

A. Hey look at that rainbow
B. Hey look at the baby mountain goats
C. Hey look at the elk
D. Hey look at those

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK’S QUESTION:
When Jack gets on the bus in the film,
Yesterday, “A Day in the Life” is playing.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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TREVOR POTTER WILL SPEAK ABOUT HOW THE
ROBERTS COURT GOT IT WRONG

By Kirk Markey

Guided By Voices is a column dedicated to intellectual
and artistic events that might
ﬂy under the Bloomington
radar. Each month, we’ll tell
you when and where to go
for the most interesting lectures, talks, and discussions
that our city has to oﬀer.
Our goal is to expose our
citizenry to challenging ideas
and keep everyone talking
about them. Bloomington is
a community that’s animated
by art, civil discourse, and
the play of ideas. Guided by
Voices is our way of drawing
attention to events that embody these provocative and
aﬃrming qualities.

TREVOR POTTER
WITH STEPHEN COLBERT

With all that fancy intro
speak out of the way, now we
can point you in the direction
of people who care about
their community and actually know what they’re talking about. Here’s just a taste of all the
brain muscle you can check out in Bloomington this month.

WONDERLAB’S SCIENCE NIGHT OUT GALA: KALEIDOSCOPE
September 14, One World at Woolery Mill, 2250 W. Sunstone Dr.
Doors open at 6 pm
What do you get when you cross seared duck breast, philanthropy, and gallons of local
craft booze with a talk on baby cognition and the simple art of hyperbolic geometry? You get
WonderLab’s Science Night Out Kaleidoscope Gala. Like you didn’t already know. It will be
an evening of fun, science, and fundraising when the generous among us converge on One

RYDER

World at Woolery Mill to participate in the 16th iteration of this
inspiring bacchanalian event.
The night will include the culinary art of Chef Corbin Morwick,
craft beer from Quaﬀ ON, and wine from the Oliver Winery. There
will also be hands on science activities, along with probing talks
by IU First Lady Laurie Burns McRobbie and Psychology Professor Dr. Linda Smith. And oh, did we mention the silent auction
going on in the background? Maybe, maybe not, but that will be
happening too, as guests bid on the sly for the unearthly mathematical art of Dr. Matthias Weber. We’re talking fractals, tessellations, and the odd bit of topology becoming all yours just for the
asking. And there’s only one thing better than theoretical whatever you’ll never understand: giving children one more delightful
year of Bloomington’s very own WonderLab.

THE BLOOMINGTON COMMISSION ON THE
STATUS OF WOMEN MEETING
October 3, The McCloskey Room Suite #135, City Hall
5:30 pm
On the ﬁrst Thursday of every month, The City of Bloomington’s Commission on the Status of Women (BCSW) meets in City
Hall at 401 N. Morton St. for a deep dive exploration of women’s
issues, concerns, and accomplishments. Just as importantly, The
Status of Women meeting also discusses and promotes eﬀective
solutions to the myriad challenges women face today.
Thank Heaven this is a monthly event. Except for, you know,
every other moment in recorded and unrecorded human history, there has never been a time more fraught with diﬃculty and
magniﬁcence for women in the world than we see today, right
now, this second, everywhere we look. Needless to say, the public
is invited (urged?) to attend these important events. We’ll see you
there, right?

‘CONSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES FOR
OUR DEMOCRACY: THE ROBERTS COURT’S
WRONG TURNS ON CAMPAIGN FINANCE,
GERRYMANDERING, AND VOTING RIGHTS’
September 17, IU Law School Moot Court Room
5 PM

THE OBLITERATIONS RELEASE PARTY
October 19, The Bishop
8 pm
In what promises to be a signiﬁcant literary/musical event, the
Bishop will host the release party of poet Matt Hart’s new book The
Obliterations on October 19. The book will be published by Pickpocket Books, an imprint of Dave Torneo and Ross Gay’s Bloomington-based Ledge Mule Press. Both of these outﬁts specialize in
publishing exquisitely designed chapbooks by emerging poets, and
Mr. Hart’s latest oﬀering sounds intriguing to say the least.
Torneo would only hint at what Hart’s book actually contained,
but you can expect ‘obliterations’ of modernist works by the likes
of Guillaume Apollinaire, Andre Breton, and Federico Garcia
Lorca. Here at The Ryder, we don’t know what to expect either,
but we can’t help but wonder what Apollinaire’s epic ‘Zone’ will
sound like when its rather terminal inspection of interwar consciousness is tattered even further.
Anyway. We expect the event to contain everything good about
the Belle Epoque Salon, minus the magic lanterns and the pretentiousness. In addition to Hart eﬀacing the continental canon
live and in person, there will also be readings by Ledge Mule/
Pickpocket poets Chris Mattingly and Yalie Kamara. Lastly, Hart’s
band Nevernew will also be performing. But it is impossible-- or
least horribly limiting-- to reference the Ledge Mule/Pickpocket
dyad without mentioning the provocative design work of Rose
Wehrenberg. Their spare yet fully realized designs have framed
several Ledge Mule releases in a way that turns reading them
into an all six senses experience. We look forward to seeing what
they’ve done to improve Hart’s intriguing erasures.
****
Well, that’s about all we have for this month. Hopefully, you’ll
return to these pages next time around and watch us try to do better. In the meantime, do your mind/spirit/body complex a favor
and attend one of these brainy, heartfelt events. They’re certain
to texture your life-world and remind you that there’s always
learning afoot.

Remembered by many as Stephen Colbert’s super-Pac lawyer,
former Republican Chairman of the Federal Elections Commission Trevor Potter will speak at IU on September 17. His lecture
will focus on what he believes are the mistaken decisions The Supreme Court has made in recent years, especially the implications
they could have on the future of American Democracy.
Potter’s credentials make him especially qualiﬁed to discuss the
Court’s recent landmark decisions. In addition to his experience
teach campaign ﬁnance law at two presitgious universities, Potter
also heads up The Campaign Legal Center, a watchdog group
whose attorneys argued in the Gill v. Whitford gerrymandering
case. A brief reception will follow the lecture.

MATT HART
SEPT/OCT 2019
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WHAT TO DIGEST
WHEN YOU’RE
EXPECTING...

BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

Tables is our look at culinary craft events. Our previews give preference
to fundraisers and education, while also presenting seasonal menus, local
specialties, festivals and special nights of entertainment involving food. We focus

…FUNDRAISERS
GREEN DRINKS BLOOMINGTON

September 25th, 5:30PM to 7:30PM - Upland Brewing Company
Green Drinks Bloomington is “a lively, informal, social networking event for people interested in
making a greener world.” With chapters all over the world, from Albania to Vietnam, Brazil to
Ukraine, Chile to Turkey, it’s a non proﬁt doing what they can to raise awareness and counter the
destructive acts from the likes of Donald Trump.

Green Drinks has a speaker and topic designated for each gathering. Informal networking is a
big part, too. Potations from Upland Brewing Co will be enjoyed. Upland is a good partner for
Green Drinks with a long history of earth stewardship. Upland’s Banquet Facility hosts GDB on
the fourth Wednesday of the month through October. A $5 donation is suggested.

HOOSIER BUDDY SUICIDE PREVENTION BREW

September - The Tap Bloomington and Mass Ave. Indy
While we recently mourned the loss of several local eateries, Roost
and Oona among them. Change can also bring new opportunities.
Molly Otto is a gem of a manager and after The Keep closed she
has landed at The Tap family of restaurants. We stayed in touch
and that has yielded a new entry into our “Tables” column. This
ﬁrst one is raising awareness for suicide prevention.
Molly gave us the rundown, “Recently our head brewer, Jarrod
May has participated in the Hoosier Buddy brewing project to
raise awareness for suicide prevention. He used local Indiana
hops, yeast and honey to brew a delicious “Life is Beautiful” beer.

The beer will be released at our Bloomington location in September as well as our downtown Tap location on Mass Ave.”
Hoosier Buddy is an Indiana based initiative to help prevent
suicide. A group of Indiana brewers has come together to make
beers, build support networks, and provide their communities
with local resources to help save lives.

The Tap family includes SmokeWorks and Social Cantina. And we
have word that among the closures, a phoenix of sorts will rise up
soon. Stay tuned.

…TASTINGS

BACK TO SCHOOL WINE TASTING

September 18th, 5PM to 8PM - C3
Free wine tasting celebrating the successful dodging of cars going the wrong way
on one way streets. Students are back at IU. Once the parents are gone things settle
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down, for sure. And after the chaos of Target and the mall, traﬃc, restaurants being
packed with transient guests (that don’t usually tip well), it’s time to settle in and
become a functioning town again. Wine helps. This tasting is for all of us that make it
through, industry folks, regulars, and returning students.

SPANISH WINE TASTING

September 4th, 6PM to 8PM - Feast Market & Cellar
Rioja wines have a long history. In 1560 the regions growers adopted a uniform label to
be added on each bottle. But, Roman containers used in the production and fermentation of wine have been found in the area. Indicating the in northern Spain, just south of
Bordeaux, France has ancient vineyard roots.

Monasteries later propelled the art and even had the King of Navarre donate vineyards
to the Monastery of San Millán de la Cogolla. This act cemented the style and consistency that would later become so well loved around the world.
Feast Market and Cellar has myriad wines and tastings. Rioja is a welcome addition.

…SPECIAL EVENTS
SEPTEMBER GOURMET CLUB - HOOSIER HARVEST

September 19th, 6:30PM - FARMbloomington
Billed as “A Taste of Fall in Indiana” this installment
of FARMbloomington’s Gourmet Club features the
fruits of our Hoosier Harvest. The menu preview
we have from Zach is full of tempting traditions and
twists. Appetizers number over half a dozen and
include pumpkin bread with goat cheese and Hoosier
popcorn with garlic scape salt. The soup course is
butternut squash and persimmon bisque, persimmons of the American variety are the most abundant
worldwide right here in Southern Indiana. Salad is
a marriage of local Autumn greens, roasted “Apple
Works” pears, red wine reduction, toasted black
walnuts and walnut oil.

You’re in good hands.

Call me today about
renter’s insurance
812 332-9347

TIMOTHY B. HOGAN
1000 N Walnut St #A Bloomington

a089829@allstate.com
Premium based on rounded state average. Actual premium will vary based on amount of
insurance purhased and other factors. Insurance subject to availability, qualifications and
policy terms. Allstate Insurance Company and Allstate Indemnity Company. Northbrook
Illinois 2008 Allstate Insurance Company

After essentially three pre-main courses with a
handful of options, FARM is serving two proteins
with sides (ya, this is a huge harvest meal). The ﬁrst,
the ﬁsh course, is crispy buttermilk catﬁsh, Carthage
Mills popcorn hushpuppies, Green Thumb tartare
sauce, and a fennel salad. The entree promises to give
that thanksgiving belly satisfaction fell with Kelp
Farm sorghum and bourbon braised pork tenderloins, Indian pudding, and sour mash reduction.

Desserts, as if there’ll be room, feature the Hoosier cream pie, apple compote, and an apple
cider granita. With petits fours of Granmma’s Paw Paw Cookies.
Amazing array of Hoosier ﬂavors await on September 19th. Diets start September 20th.

BAVARIAN OKTOBERFEST

October 1st, 2nd, 3rd - Lennie’s and BBC
The One World family brings us two connected events for September and October.
Lennie’s, at its new Kirkwood location, has a traditional Bavarian Oktoberfest menu the
ﬁrst three days of October. Dinner specials run from 4 to 9 and feature specialties such
as sauerbraten and Wiener schnitzel.
Complementing the dinner, but starting earlier on September 5th, The Bloomington
Brewing Company releases their Fall Seasonal Persimmon Ale at Lennie’s. Brewed with
local persimmons previously noted as the most abundant in the world right here in
Southern Indiana. The beer will be available on draft and in 22oz bottles.
“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you enjoy the ride… “It may be
healthier to eat beer and franks with cheer and thanks, than to eat sprouts and bread
with doubts and dread.”
[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 22 years so far
and publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]

SEPT/OCT 2019
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Connor Andrei (left) and David Allen (right)
recording at Primary Sound Studio,
photo by Brian Johnson

By Brian Stout

This summer’s hit movie Yesterday got mileage out
of the idea “What if no one had ever heard The Beatles?”
and sparked some conversation. But David Allen and Brian
Johnson have been creating a world without Elvis for a while
now on Flashback to Never, a locally-produced podcast that
goes far beyond Danny Boyle’s movie, and they have built an
entire alternate history complete with characters, stories, and
authentic-to-the-period songs.
The inspiration for F2N came from another podcast,
Little Steven’s Garage, where the E Street Band legend shares his
love of obscure garage rock tracks. It sparked a thought about
all the “lost music” that’s missing from oldies radio stations.
“We started writing the songs first, but we needed something
to tie them together,” Allen said. Thus, the radio station
concept was born.
F2N’s approach is rare in the podcastosphere: a
scripted project. Allen and Johnson take great care (and joy)
in writing songs and characters that bring an entire alternate
history of rock and roll that is more than just a new set of songs
for classic rock fans to absorb; it’s a fully-realized universe,
with connections between the fictional artists, running
storylines, and unsolved mysteries. The show imagines several
rock acts from Bloomington hitting it big, complete with legitsounding names like The Attics, The Calicos, and The Rubbish.
Allen, Johnson, and their collaborators are adept at recreating
the golden age of rock and roll radio, with a cast that includes
radio announcers sharing the fictional songs and the bands’
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backstories. The humor of the show comes through in songs such as
“The Salad Toss,” meant to launch a new dance craze.
Darker, Behind the Music-style stories are the focus of the
Flashback to Now episodes. These episodes go beyond the DJ playing
the hits format to explore the lives of characters Allen and Johnson
wrote. Guy Robinson, a singer/songwriter inspired by Roy Orbison,
is in jail allegedly for a murder he didn’t commit, despite recording a
song called “If I Did It.” Another episode features label owner Albert
Singer, noted for a signature sound and for controlling the women on
his roster, shooting a drummer in the leg, and keeping his musicians
in the studio at gunpoint. If you’re familiar with music history, you
may see some real-world similarities.
These episodes also allow the creative team to deliver nods
to other music eras. “Guy Robinson had a big hit in the eighties, like
Roy Orbison did with ‘You Got it,’” Allen said. They also created
a node to the Cyndi Lauper classic “Girls Just Want to Have Fun.”
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They also use these
episodes to wrestle with
contemporary issues
such as #MeToo in their
fictional world through
the story of Shea Korgy,
the youngest artist ever
signed to a major label
who was manipulated and
abused by Singer. Korgy’s
songs tell the sad tale,
where Korgy ultimately
goes back to school and
becomes an advocate for
abuse victims.
F2N’s website
digs even deeper, tying
the show to real history
such as the Payola
Scandals (humorously
asking “Which songs do
you think are on F2N
Brian Johnson (left) and David Allen (right) portraying Bill
because of Payola?”) and
and Ron Glendale, photo by Lucas Lim
suggesting that the lyrics
to “Louie, Louie” were discovered and that they would make a sailor blush. On a
darker note, another post imagines a world where the Bay of Pigs led to a conflict
with Cuba that ultimately led to the United States steering clear of Vietnam.
For Allen, these elements of the podcast and website flow from what’s
hidden in plain sight in many classic songs from the early rock n’ roll era. He hears
what is lurking beneath the bouncy, up tempo classics from The Supremes and other
artists you may have sung along to for decades. “There’s a darkness in those songs
that is overlooked,” he said. “Take Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons. The song ‘Rag
Doll’ is pessimism you can dance to.”
To date, Flashback to Never has featured over seventy local musicians
collaborating on over one hundred original songs. Edgewood grad and local musician
Sarah Cassidy performed live as part of the Midway Music Festival appearance.
Lisa Lowell, a backup singer for Bruce Springsteen, has also worked on songs for the
show, as has Fred Parris, writer of The Five Satins’ classic “In the Still of the Night.”
Other regular contributors include historian Tom Kenning, who keeps the show bible,
graphic designer Anne Kostyo, and opera singer Ben Rardin, who writes the bands’
music and performs characters. The F2N players have performed live from time to
time, including a full live production earlier this year at the Bloomington Music Expo.
Unfortunately, they were rained out of a performance at this year’s Granfalloon.
Johnson, who is known for leading Brian Johnson and The Acquitted, even plays
acoustic shows performing F2N songs to prank audiences.
How in the world do they have time for all this creativity? Allen is a local
firefighter, and his schedule of one day on, two days off allows for the writing and
recording the show requires. For him, it’s an exciting challenge to tell stories that rely
solely on words and music. “One of the biggest challenges is telling a compelling
story with no visuals,” Allen said. “It’s hard to ‘show and not tell’ with no images.”
Johnson co-writes and completes voice recordings.
Work on season 2 is in full swing. This season will introduce F2N’s version
of The Beatles and a visual component. “We are doing a short film in the style of the
beach party movies this season,” Allen said. “It will be our Beach Blanket Bingo, with
choreographed dance and cutaways.” The Beatles storyline will feature a nod to A
Hard Day’s Night, with a “where to film our movie” contest. A Beatles cover band
featuring Jeremy Shere, co-host of the B-town Lowdown podcast, is already lined
up. Allen is excited to continue into the late 1960s and beyond. “I’m excited about
bringing in elements of bands like Creedence Clearwater Revival, Deep Purple, King
Crimson, and Highway Star. There’s so much to explore.”
With the first season wrapping this October, it’s the perfect time to binge and
catch up. F2N is available in all major podcast outlets, with bonus content available
behind a paywall on Patreon. Step back to a time that never was here:
https://www.flashback2never.com/the-podcast
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It’s good to clear the
cobwebs of emotional
inertia and find a way
to re-calibrate .

– by Paul Sturm
Sorely needed respite from our maddening world
arrives over the last weekend in September when
the 26th annual Lotus World Music & Arts Festival
rolls into town on Thursday-Sunday, Sep. 26-29.
As always, the artist roster includes a delightful
mix of familiar favorites and new discoveries, with
styles and nationalities diverse enough to whet
even the most expansive global appetites.
It’s a signiﬁcant year, and a providential time, for
Bloomington’s annual world music baile.
2019 marks the 50th anniversary of NASA’s ﬁrst
moon landing and walk, the Woodstock Festival,
John & Yoko’s marriage and “bed-ins” for peace,
the releases of Abbey Road and Let It Bleed and
Led Zeppelin’s ﬁrst 2 albums, the launch of
Wendy’s and Long John Silver’s fast food chains,
and the TV premiers of Scooby Doo, The Brady
Brunch, Sesame Street, and (in the UK) Monty
Python’s Flying Circus.
2019 also marks the 50th anniversary of the
Cuyahoga River ﬁre coverage in TIME, the disastrous Battle of Dong Ap Bia aka “Hamburger
Hill” in Vietnam, innumerable anti-war protests – including the SDS takeover of Harvard’s
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Administration Building, the My Lai Massacre and
Chicago Eight trials, the 1969 York race riot and
suppression of black athletes and students for ‘Black
Power’ protests, and the Manson Family murders.
In the midst of celebrating our remarkable past
accomplishments and kitschy landmarks of popular
culture, in the midst of remembering and honoring
the struggles and sacriﬁces made to advance us as
a nation and society, we also come face-to-face with
who we are in 2019.
The multi-national Event Horizon Telescope
provided our very ﬁrst image of a black hole (thank
you, M87 galaxy); and Team USA won the 2019
FIFA Women’s World Cup. Woo-hoo!
But also this year more than 1,400 of our fellow
Americans have fallen in mass shootings such as the
Gilroy Garlic Festival shooting, the Virginia Beach
shooting, the El Paso Walmart shooting, and the
Dayton shooting. We’ve cringed at the news of impromptu foreign trade embargoes, racist tweets, and
endless denials of uncivil behavior, while locally
we’ve seen the suspension of our farmer’s market
over concerns of prejudice-fueled violence.
The problems and conﬂicts we wrestle with – nationally,
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regionally, locally – are complex and diﬃcult, defying easy and straightforward solutions. They weigh on us, individually and collectively.
I can’t wade into that social stew. I don’t have the words or insights.
But I do know it’s good to clear the cobwebs of emotional inertia
and ﬁnd a way to re-calibrate our perspectives. Not a way to
escape, but a way to re-engage. Not a means to forget it all, but a
context in which we remember everything that gives us hope and
joy, and links us to each other and to our better selves.
We can ﬁnd that path to emotional renewal at our annual Lotus
World Music & Arts Festival. As the Dong people of China’s
Guizhou province say, “food feeds the body, but songs feed the
soul.” And Lo-Fest is a veritable banquet of great songs and wonderful, healing music.
Energetic party bands – Movits! and KOKOKO!, 47Soul and Afrotronix – will bathe us in waves of visceral, infectious dance grooves.
Ensembles like Cielito Lindo and Frontera Bugalú connect us
with the musical vibrancy and joy of our Mexican neighbors,
and the rich, longstanding interwoven culture ﬂowing from our
southern borderland.
When we hear Lula Wiles or Jayme Stone’s Folklife, Jeremy Kittel
& Co. or Steam Machine or the Steve Riley Trio, we can rediscover
pride in our Americanness – savoring the varied front-porch, populist musical traditions of our forebears, and how those inﬂuences
shape current and future generations.
Lotus Festival allows us to experience cultural traditions and performance practices that are as sonically intricate and delicate as they
are emotionally powerful, like Kim So Ra from South Korea, or the
Çudamani ensemble of Balinese musicians and dancers.
We are uplifted by the extraordinary talent of favorite artists
in the Lotus line-up: Kardemimmit, Trio Brasileiro, Väsen, and
Guilhem Desq – musicians who allow us to revel in the sounds of
well-honed musical craft.
We can bear witness to exuberant celebrations of global musical
traditions in Lotus acts like One for the Foxes, or any of the three
super duos that will grace our Lo-Fest stages: Josh Feinberg with
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Ustad Shahbaz Hussain, or Balla Kouyate with Mamadou Diabate, or Sofía Viola with Dat Garcia.
Bloomingtonians love vocal ensembles, and every year Lotus
scratches that aesthetic itch by bringing us groups that shake the
rafters in collective voice. This year, the Yandong Grand Singers of
China, and Les Filles de Illighadad from Niger, and Quebec’s Le
Vent du Nord will thoroughly satisfy.
Lotus is B-town’s annual, glorious validation that our communal
reach – our capacity to cherish and appreciate each other – is as big
and broad as we want it to be; as welcoming and encompassing as
our hearts will allow.
As human beings, we crave connection; we need communities that
nourish and support us. Lotus reminds us that we’re part of a worldwide community, and that’s a really good thing. From start to ﬁnish,
the entire festival and its featured musicians re-conﬁrm the beneﬁts
of people working together in a common enterprise – injecting goodness into our lives through an activity founded on collaboration.
And lest we forget, Lotus is a spectacular and uniquely Bloomington 4-day festival of excellent music, memorable shows, free
family-friendly activities (Festival Arts Village and Lotus in the
Park), delicious and plentiful street food, innumerable opportunities to confab with your neighbors, and the wondrous reassurance that life can be truly grand; that we cannot just co-exist but
ﬂourish in creative togetherness.
For the uninitiated, Lotus Festival transforms a 10-block downtown area of our hipster hamlet into a pedestrian-friendly enclave
of 7 venues – a mix of indoor spaces and outdoor street tents – for
concurrent, amazing live music performances. The 26th annual
festival features 25 acts with the usual blend of established global
super-groups and brand new bands. And ~600 local peeps serve
as volunteers to make this massive 4-day dance party purr like a
well-oiled engine.
The “Lotus Kick-Oﬀ Concert” on Thursday at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater will feature Çudamani’s Balinese gamelan
music and dance. After that, the Indiana Memorial Union partners
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with Lotus Festival to oﬀer a 47Soul-fueled dance
bash in Dunn Meadow.
This year’s festival-concluding “World Spirit Concert”
on Sunday at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater pairs Jayme
Stone’s Folklife and Steam Machine (this year’s “Lotus
Dickey Artist”) for an afternoon of old-timey music and
traditional Americana tunes. Sunday admission is the
popular and ever-aﬀordable $5 Lotus Festival pin.
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evening events
have ticketed admission. Lotus Festival tickets for all
admission-based events can be purchased in person at
the Buskirk-Chumley Theater Box Oﬃce, by phone at
812-323-3020, or online at bctboxoﬃce.com.

ARTIST
PROFILES
47Soul
( J O R DA N , PA L E S T I N E )
Middle Eastern shamstep: 47Soul is an innovative
force both on stage and in the musical landscape of the
Palestinian diaspora. This Jordanian Palestinian group
translates traditional dabke rhythms (an Arabic folk
dance) into a relentless, beat-driven “shamstep” – electronic dance music with analog synth, hypnotic guitar,
and powerful vocals in a mix of Arabic and English.
Shamstep has moved from underground music scenes
to more mainstream stages, borrowing from hip-hop
and reggae along the way. Doesn’t matter where you’re
from… 47Soul’s music will elevate your feet clear oﬀ the
street while you meld into the Lotus trance-dance scene.
(Thu at “Lotus in Dunn Meadow” co-sponsored with
Indiana Memorial Union; Fri at Lotus downtown)

Afrotronix
(C A NA DA )
Electro Sahara blues: Combine club beats with Central African rhythms and you get the sound of Afrotronix – electronic
music meets Afrobeat. Born in Chad but now based in Montreal, Afrotronix creates what he calls “an electronic futurist
package” by drawing on and sampling from Mandinka music
of West Africa, Saharan Tuareg blues, Senegalese rumba,
Chadian sai, dubstep, electronic dance music, and reggae.
He takes his futuristic aesthetic seriously. We can expect his
signature all-white clothing and a helmet that’s somewhere
between “a highly-stylized combination of Alien and Sonic-The-Hedgehog.” (Fri only)

Balla Kouyate and
Mamadou Diabate Ensemble

( M A L I , B U R K I N A FA S O)
West African balafon: This duo showcases the West African
balafon – think xylophone, but made from wood and gourds,
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with a richer, earthier sound. Born in Mali, Balla Kouyaté has an unparalleled
knowledge of traditional balafon repertoire and has been a member of the
Ensemble Nationale du Mali. Mamadou Diabate comes from the Sambla
people of Burkina Faso, and – like Balla – Mamadou was raised in the Djeli
(griot) tradition. His career has spanned cultures and continents, from early
balafon training with his father, to performing a wide range of percussion
instruments with such African all-star groups as Faraﬁna and the Coulibaly
Brothers. (Fri & Sat)

Cielito Lindo

(USA)
Family folk mariachi: The
nine-member Lucero family performs modern
Latino mariachi. The
band’s name comes
from a quintessential mariachi song,
and the Lucero
children are the
fourth generation in their
family to learn
this traditional
music of western
Mexico. Mariachi,
with its passionate
vocals and distinctive
instrumentation (including guitar, guitarrón,
vihuela, trumpet, and maracas) has long been the music of
quinceañeras, weddings, and other
Hispanic celebrations of familia y comunidad. This year, Cielito Lindo
brings the ﬁesta to Lotus. (Sat only)

Çudamani

(BALI)
Dance & music of Bali: The Çudamani ensemble of musicians
and dancers is based in the village of Pengosekan, Bali, a district
known for its traditional arts, craft, and dance. Its full gamelan
orchestra (including metal gongs, xylophones, metallophones,
drums, and bamboo ﬂutes) accompanies dancers whose expressive, precise movements often mirror or answer the music. Performances bring to life tales of gods and heroes in Balinese myth
and history. Everything about Çudamani – music, dance, highly
decorated brass instruments, and the dancers’ elaborate costumes – provides a vivid look at ancient traditions. (Thu “Lotus
Kick-Oﬀ Concert” at Buskirk-Chumley Theater)

Frontera Bugalú

( U S A , M E X I CO)
Border folk fusion:
Frontera Bugalú pays
homage to music
distinct to the
long Texas/
Mexico border
that stretches
from Brownsville to El Paso:
high-energy
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cumbia blended with the “border folk” of traditional accordion-fronted Mexican music and of other Latin rhythms. The band
began as a collaboration between accordionist/singer Kiko Rodriguez and keyboardist Joel Osvaldo, two veterans of El Paso’s
punk rock and roots music scenes. Frontera Bugalú channels
the vibrant shared culture of El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juárez,
Chihuahua (Mexico), and embodies the new Tex-Mex border
sound – one that continues to embrace both sides of the Rio
Grande. (Fri & Sat)

are indeed perennials for the people. (Sat; and Sun “World Spirit
Concert” at Buskirk-Chumley Theater)

Guilhem Desq

(F RANCE)
Electric hurdy-gurdy man: Last year’s Lotus Festival sensation
returns! Overﬂow crowds testiﬁed to Guilhem Desq’s charismatic mastery of the hurdy-gurdy, a deep-barreled, lute-shaped
string instrument whose sound is generated by turning a crank.
Desq, who has electriﬁed this usually acoustic instrument, plays
a wide repertoire – from traditional European folk to Middle
Eastern tunes; from hipster rock to rave-up electronica. He
builds amazing musical stories using one instrument, and dazzles your eardrums with wonderful sounds. (Fri & Sat)

Jayme Stone’s Folklife

(USA)
American roots: Stemming from Jayme Stone’s Lomax Project
– which focuses on songs collected by folklorist and ﬁeld recording pioneer Alan Lomax – Jayme Stone’s Folklife treats old
ﬁeld recordings as heirloom seeds passed down from a bygone
generation. Planting these seeds in modern soil, this versatile
gathering of musicians has cultivated vibrant Sea Island spirituals, Creole calypsos, and stomp-down Appalachian dance tunes
for contemporary listeners. Their performances are moving,
inventive, and participatory experiences that prove folk songs

IU African American
Dance Company

(USA)
West African dance & drumming: Since 1974, IU’s African
American Dance Company has shared with audiences in Indiana and across the globe the movement traditions and diverse
dance forms of the African diaspora and African American culture. Directed by Staﬀord C. Berry Jr., the company’s repertoire
includes original choreography of African dance styles, contemporary, modern, jazz, hip-hop, and various cultural forms.

Tim O’Brien, award-winning
author of The Things They Carried

“Remembering and Forgetting:
War, Children, and Art”
Tuesday, October 29, 7:00pm
Presidents Hall in Franklin Hall
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Josh Feinberg with Ustad
Shahbaz Hussain

( U S A , U N I T E D K I N G D OM )
Hindustani raga: From classical piano, to bass, to jazz improvisation, to the
sitar – this was Josh Feinberg’s path to his deep knowledge of North Indian
classical music and its signature string instrument, the sitar. Josh’s primary
training in Hindustani musical practice has been with maestro Ustad Ali
Akbar Khan, with Khan’s 2 sons, and with several of his senior disciples.
Josh’s dedication to the discipline and beauty of Hindustani raga and Indian classical music has led to concerts in the USA, India, and Canada. Tabla
player Ustad Shahbaz Hussain joins Josh for his Lotus set, which promises
to be exquisite. (Fri only)

Kardemimmit

( F I N L A N D)
Finnish reki: Lotus crowds and Bloomington audiences can’t get enough
of the four women of Kardemimmit who play the Finnish national instrument, the kantele (similar to a zither or dulcimer). Through Lotus, they
have performed here many times, and we welcome them again for Lotus
2019. Maija Pokela, Jutta Rahmel, Anna Wegelius, and Leeni Wegelius
have mastered both the 15-stringed and 38-stringed kanteles, and they
sing with delicate, tight vocal harmonies in a style known as “reki.” They
perform traditional songs and also write new music for their voices and
instruments, but their work is founded in Finnish, Eastern European,
and Scandinavian traditions. Along with Kardemimmit’s distinctive reki
singing, you’ll hear elements of Eastern Finnish archaic improvisation
and ancient runo singing. They are simply remarkable seen live. (Fri &
Sat)

Kim So Ra

(S O U T H K O R E A )
South Korean janggu: Korean master drummer Kim So Ra is an
award-winning traditional percussionist, composer, and ambassador of
Honam Province Jeongeup folk music. Kim is a charismatic performer on the Janggu (Korean double-headed drum), combining Korean
traditional sounds with creative, modern interpretations. She is joined
by Lim Ji Hye on gayageum (Korean zither), and Lee Hye Joong on
piri (Korean bamboo oboe). Kim So Ra’s exotic music and thoughtful
performances will touch your heart & soul. (Fri & Sat)

Kittel & Co.

(USA)
Contemporary acoustic string music: Kittel & Co.’s virtuosic take
on American string music bridges many worlds: classical and
Americana, Celtic and bluegrass, folk and jazz. American violinist,
ﬁddler, and composer Jeremy Kittel is ﬂuent in multiple musical
realms and composes original music that draws from traditional roots, jazz, Celtic, classical, and other genres. According to
Bluegrass Situation, Kittel’s current CD, Whorls, is “a feat of new
acoustic, string band-rooted chamber music…whimsical, alluring,
and magniﬁcent.” (Fri only)

Bianko, whose dancers come from Kinshasa’s Lingwala neighborhood. The KOKOKO! collective creates
a unique contemporary aesthetic by rewiring and up-cycling what many of us consider junk – bits of metal,
cans, engine parts, plastic containers, etc. – into sculptural, resonant instruments. From those instruments, we get
amazing dance music with distorted, rebellious rhythms
and spontaneous lo-ﬁ electric sounds. (Sat only)

Les Filles de
Illighadad

(NIGE R)
Nigerian tende music: Les Filles are from Illighadad,
a secluded commune in central Niger, in the scrubland
deserts at the Sahara’s edge. They draw on the traditional tende music of rural Niger that inspired Tuareg
blues. The sparse music, which is built from a few elements (vocals, handclaps, percussion), is also dominated by women. Lead vocalist Fatou Seidi Ghali is one of
the only Tuareg female guitarists in Niger. In lieu of the
djembe or drum kit popular in Tuareg rock bands, Les
Filles de Illighadad incorporate the traditional drum and
the pounding calabash, half buried in water. Hypnotic
guitar riﬀs, driving rhythm, and polyphonic resonant
vocals combine to create a timeless sound. (Fri & Sat)

Le Vent du Nord

(Q U E B EC )
High-energy Quebecois music: Le Vent du Nord brings
everything you want from authentic Quebecois music.
Gorgeous a capella songs? Check. Ab-fab bone-cracking

KOKOKO!

(CO N G O)
Street sounds of Kinshasa: KOKOKO! originated in Kinshasa, the
capital of the Democratic Republic of Congo. This musical force of
nature includes instrument inventors from the Ngwaka neighborhood, electronic producer débruit, and dancer/choreographer Makara
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dance tunes? Yep. Exuberant virtuosity? Mais oui. This acclaimed
band is a leading force in Quebec’s progressive francophone folk
movement, and their impressive repertoire draws from traditional
sources and original compositions. Their hard-driving, soulful sound
features button accordion, guitar, ﬁddle, and hurdy-gurdy – which
gives the group its earthy, rough-hewn ﬂavor. Every Le Vent du Nord
set ﬂies by, and their intense, joyful live shows are unforgettable.
Make sure you catch one. (Fri & Sat)

Lula Wiles

(USA)
Americana roots: Long before they were a band, the members of
Lula Wiles sang folk songs and traded ﬁddle tunes at camps in
Maine. The trio, all of whom grew up in rural Maine, carry with
them the life lessons of a shared place and art as they create music
that explores cultural virtues, soothes aching wounds, and envisions a better world. Their singing includes clear vocals and lovely
three-part harmonies, which they complement with acoustic &
electric guitar, ﬁddle, and upright bass. Lula Wiles’ spare, direct
style reﬂects their inﬂuences, including Elizabeth Cotten, Hazel
Dickens, Woody Guthrie, and the Carter Family. (Sat only)

Movits!

(S W E D E N )
Swing-Hop: Movits! returns with their original and appealing
Swedish swing-hop – their own sonic concoction of hip-hop and
swing. Johan Rensfeldt (vocals), Anders Rensfeldt (DJ, sampling,
& other instruments), and Joakim Nilsson (sax) bring to the stage

what they like to call “windy street swing; music for art directors
and your mom.” Movits! is a Swede meme; a global party brand.
Every Movits! set is a big-time, bop-til-you drop aerobic rave, and
you’ll dance your sneakers right through the sole. Bring your own
towel… (Fri & Sat)

One for the Foxes
( U S A , I R E L A N D)
Irish and American folk roots: Dave Curley (vocals, guitar, banjo,
mandolin), Tadhg Ó Meachair (piano, piano accordion), and
Joanna Hyde (vocals, ﬁddle) perform a rousing blend of Irish and
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American folk music. They move easily among
traditional melodies, their own compositions,
and songs from the broader folk canon. Dave,
Tadhg (pronounced “tie”), and Joanna’s music
explores the long-running, lively “conversation”
between Irish traditional music and its descendants in American folk music. (Fri & Sat)

Sofía Viola with Dat
Garcia

(ARGE NT INA)
Indie folk: Two dynamic forces from Argentina’s independent folk scene come together
at Lotus. Composer, singer, and actress Sofía
Viola writes songs that evoke both Latin
American folklore and contemporary life. She
borrows from an impressive variety of styles
(tango, milonga, cumbia, vallenato, bolero,
blues, pop, rock, the Argentinian “tropical
wave”); accompanying herself on guitar or
charangón (an Andean lute), Sofía sings with
a raw strength, expressiveness, and humor.
Dat Garcia says, “I love to say what I’m not
supposed to say, and to mix things that are not
supposed to mix.” Writing and producing all
of her own tracks digitally, Dat experiments
with stylistic fusions: trip hop with folk, drum
and bass with cumbia, hacarera with trip hop,
charango with flutes. (Fri & Sat)

Steam Machine

(USA)
Old-time & bluegrass: Steam Machine puts oldtime and bluegrass tunes “center stage” with some
very fine playing and a sure feel for the soul of
American roots music. AJ Srubas (fiddle), Aaron
Tacke (banjo), Rina Rossi (guitar, clogging, square
dance calling), and Nokosee Fields (upright bass)
pull repertoire from fiddle traditions of Missouri,
Illinois, and Kentucky along with rare early country and bluegrass songs. Clean, confident fiddling,
rolling three-finger banjo, classic harmonies, and
a driving rhythm section make for a big sound on
the stage and the square-dance floor. (Sat; and Sun
“World Spirit Concert” at Buskirk-Chumley Theater)

Steve Riley Trio
(USA)
Classic Cajun: The Steve Riley Trio plays Cajun
music born in the bayous of Southwest Louisiana,
including a cappella ballads, Cajun blues, and hot
two-steps that will transform the festival tent into
a Louisiana dance floor. Steve Riley is a master of
the Cajun accordion and is well-known for leading
the Mamou Playboys. For Lotus, his band members
are Kevin Wimmer on fiddle & vocals (bringing a
Creole touch to the sound), and Chris Stafford on
guitar & vocals. You’ll want ‘em to play all night.
(Fri & Sat)
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Trio Brasileiro

(BR A Z IL)
Traditional choro: Trio Brasileiro is Douglas Lora on the violão
7 cordes (7-string guitar); Dudu Maia on mandolin; and percussionist Alexandre
Lora on pandeiro
(a tambourine).
This trio’s stunning virtuosity
is matched by
their devotion to choro,
a traditional
Brazilian
genre marked
by intricate,
lively rhythms,
gorgeous melodies, and improvisation. They
perform the great
traditional choro music of Brasil by Jacob do Bandolim, Ernesto
Nazareth and others, as well as their own compositions. This
super-talented trio is a festival favorite, and they never fail to
blow Lotus audiences away. (Fri & Sat)

Väsen

(S W E D E N )
Modern Swedish string music: Väsen‘s origins are deeply rooted in
the centuries-old tradition of the folk music of the Swedish province
of Uppland. They perform exquisite string music with virtuosic
ﬂair. The sound is by turns winsome, bittersweet, and exhilarating.
Väsen is Olov Johansson on nyckelharpa (the keyed ﬁddle native to
Swedish traditional music), Mikael Marin on viola, and Roger Tallroth on 12-string guitar. There’s a playfulness and improvisation in
their music, and an obvious delight in shaping centuries-old tunes
into exciting new arrangements. To experience Väsen is to witness
ensemble playing at its ﬁnest. (Fri & Sat)

Yandong Grand
Singers of China
(C H I NA )
Chinese polyphony: The Yandong Grand Singers perform in a
unique polyphonic a cappella vocal style that has been designated a masterpiece of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO. The Dong people, who don’t have a written
language of their own, transmit much of their history, culture,
and knowledge through songs that accompany them throughout their lives. As the Dong say, “Food feeds the body – but
songs feed the soul,” and choirs of children, youth, and seniors are part of
every village. The Yandong Grand
Singers come from Yandong
township in Southwestern China’s Guizhou province. When
they are not bringing their
bright voices and harmonies
to audience around the world,
they are farmers. (Fri & Sat)
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event h
10pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH
• Strand of Oaks w/Apex Manor;
The Bishop; 9:30pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• The Midnight w/Flamingosis;
The Bluebird; 8pm
• Welcome to Night Vale w/
Special Guest; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
• Yesterday Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Fabuloso!; The Blockhouse; 8pm
• JPKS, Vollmar, Spencer Thomas;
The Blockhouse; 10pm
•

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13TH

Whitney; 9/9; The Bluebird; 8pm

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3RD

• Yowler w/Trace Mountains; The
Bishop; 9pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm
• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4TH
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5TH

• Junkyard Samurai w/Niko
Flores; The Bishop; 9:30pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea and
Chlamydia Testing; The Back
Door; 7pm
•

F R I D AY, S EPT EMBER 6TH

• C.W. Stoneking (Solo); The
Bishop; 9pm
• Boogie T; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Love is Listening: Dementia
Without Loneliness; BuskirkChumley Theater; 10am &
6:30pm
• The Birth of Rock ‘n’ Roll; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Wonderhills Album Release
Show; The Blockhouse; 8pm
•

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7TH
• The Bishop Bar 10th Anniversary
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Party; The Bishop; 9pm
• Myspace Emo Prom; The
Bluebird; 9pm
• Rock & Roll Will Never Die;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
• Mocha’s Birthday Party!; The
Back Door; 11pm
• Griﬀy Album Release Show w/
The Shackups; The Blockhouse;
8pm
•

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8TH

• Paddling Film Festival World
Tour; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
• Yesterday Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 4pm
• Karaoke w/Misﬁt Toy Karaoke;
The Back Door; 10pm
• David Berman Memorial Show;
The Blockhouse; 8pm

• Roy Wood Jr.; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 8:30pm
• The Colonel; Bear’s Place;
5:30pm
• Rod Tuﬀcurls; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Super Future; Serendipity; 9pm
• Comedian Greg Hahn & Dave
“The King” Wilson; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14TH

• Roy Wood Jr.; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Rufus Wainwright; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
• Fiesta del Dia de Indepencia +
Cumbia Lesson; Serendipity;
9pm
• Comedian Greg Hahn & Dave
“The King” Wilson; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Opal Fly & Kapow!; The
Blockhouse; 7pm
•

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15TH
• Yesterday Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 4pm
• Karaoke w/Misﬁt Toy Karaoke;
The Back Door; 10pm
• Deli Kings, The Katatonics, Bike
Wreck; The Blockhouse; 8pm
•

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17TH
• Cursive w/Oquoa; The Bishop;
9pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• All Songwriters Open Mic;
Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm
• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18TH
• Lola Kirke w/Odetta Hartman;
The Bishop; 9pm
• Carlene Carter; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
• Envy’s Open Stage!; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19TH

• 11th Annual Beneﬁt for Stepping
Stones w/Ron Funches; The
Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Video Age w/ J Fernandez
and Austin White; The Bishop;
9:30pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Yesterday Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Sex and Sensuality w/Kelsey
Smith; The Blockhouse; 7pm

The Tillers; 9/27; The Bishop; 9pm

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9TH
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• Whitney; The Bluebird; 8pm
•

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm
• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11TH
• Huckleberry Funk; The Bluebird;
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horizon
•

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20TH

• Ron Funches; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Reece Phillips; The Bluebird;
9pm
• The Biggest Little Farm; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• The American Variety Show;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21ST

• Ron Funches; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Merle Manson; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• Hairbanger’s Ball; The Bluebird;
9pm
• An Evening with Judy Woodruﬀ;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
• Afro-Latin Dance Party;
Serendipity; 9pm
• The American Variety Show;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 22ND

• Yola; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Lady and the Tramp Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
• The NY Dog Film Festival;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 4pm
& 6pm
• Beautiful Boy Screening; BuskirkChumley Theater; 6pm
• The American Variety Show;
Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
• Karaoke w/Misﬁt Toy Karaoke;
The Back Door; 10pm
•

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23RD

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• Contours, Niecy Blues, Keegan
Beresford; The Blockhouse; 7pm

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH
• Tenth Mountain Division; The
Bishop; 9pm
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm
• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25TH
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH

• Rose of The West; The Bishop;
9pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Marketing That Works; Buskirk-
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Chumley Theater; 3pm
• Lotus Thursday Kick-Oﬀ
Concert; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• Yesterday Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Coco Jambo Dance Night; The
Back Door; 10pm
•

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH

• The Tillers; The Bishop; 9pm
• The Four Horsemen (Metallica
Tribute); The Bluebird; 9pm
• The American Variety Show;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
• THiN LiNES w/Time With
Jameson and Honeybuzzard, MT
Vice; The Blockhouse; 8pm
•

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH
• Olivia Gatwood w/Ari Chi and
Special Guest Cailin Nolte; The
Bishop; 8pm
• Time with Jameson; Bear’s Place;
9pm
• Rumours (Fleetwood Mac
Tribute); The Bluebird; 9pm
• Dancing from Africa to Brazil;
Serendipity; 8pm
• The American Variety Show;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
• Wakeﬁeld: Blue Album Tribute;
The Blockhouse; 8pm
•

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29TH
• Yesterday Screening; Brown
County Playhouse; 4pm
• Karaoke w/Misﬁt Toy Karaoke;
The Back Door; 10pm
•

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• Nana Grizol and Lee Bains III &
The Glory Fires; The Back Door;
9pm
•

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1ST

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm
• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

Roy Wood Jr.; 9/13 & 9/14; The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
Hayes; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• Jenn & Eric: Simply Acoustic,
Simply Amazing; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, O C T O B E R 4 T H

• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 8:30pm
• RESPECT – The Women of
Rock ‘n’ Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5TH

• Magic City Hippies; The
Bluebird; 8pm
• Andrea Gibson, Lily &
Madeleine, & SASAMI; BuskirkChumley Theater; 4pm
• Edgar Meyer and Bela Fleck; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
• The Summer of 69 – Music
from the Woodstock Era; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea and
Chlamydia Testing; The Back
Door; 7pm
• Midway Music Festival; The
Blockhouse; 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, O C T O B E R 6 T H

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2ND

• Homecoming; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
•

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3RD

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
•

• Black Panther Screening; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
•
• Joyce Manor w/Stef Chura and
Strange Ranger; The Bishop;
9:30pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• An Evening with Terrence

M O N D AY, O C T O B E R 7 T H

T U E S D AY, O C T O B E R 8 T H
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm

• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH
•
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10TH

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• An Evening with Anders
Osborne Solo; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7:30pm
• Jenn & Eric: Simply Acoustic,
Simply Amazing; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, O C T O B E R 1 1 T H
• The Cactus Blossoms w/Esther
Rose; The Bishop; 8:30pm
• Trevor Noah; IU Auditorium;
7:30 &10pm
• RESPECT – The Women of
Rock ‘n’ Soul; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12TH
• The King; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, O C T O B E R 1 3 T H
•

M ONDAY, O C TO B ER 1 4T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm

TU ESDAY, O C TO B E R 1 5T H
• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• All Songwriters Open Mic;
Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Spaﬀord; The Bluebird; 7pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm
• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
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You Can’t Beat the Heat in Sparta, Illinois
By John Bob Slone

Misadventures in the town where they
shot In the Heat Of the Night

On Monday, August 2, 1967, the day Norman Jewison’s
cinematic masterpiece In the Heat Of the Night was released,
the Sixties’ civil rights movement was in high gear. Led by
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr, the Kennedys and the improbable
Lyndon Johnson, and with big assists from Hollywood and
rock and roll, the times were indeed a-changin’. I was still too
young to drive or vote. But inspired mainly by Dylan, Lennon
and Morrison--my rock and roll heroes—I had become part of
that burgeoning movement. On that Monday in 1967 I, along
with many other Americans of all ages and ethnicities, believed
the nightmarish days of racism against African Americans
were numbered.
It was, after all, the Summer of Love, and change was in
the air. That June I’d watched The Beatles perform Lennon’s
All You Need is Love on the first international television
broadcast that brought the new world of peace and love to
400 million people in 25 countries. A new group, the Doors,
had supplanted the Fab Four on my turntable and at the top
of the Billboard 100 with Light My Fire. That spring my rather
hot English teacher, Ms. Bagby, extolled the virtues of Jim
Morrison’s poetry and his message of liberation in her classes.
I ate it up.
There was also change in the air in Washington, DC.
President Lyndon B. Johnson, though paradoxically racist
in his personal life, had ramrodded the Civil Rights Acts of
1964 and 1965 through Congress and was pushing ahead with
the Civil Rights Act of 1968. That October he would appoint
Thurgood Marshall as the first African American Justice of the
Supreme Court.
Martin Luther King, Jr., the chief architect of the civil
rights movement, was still alive and inspiring dramatic
societal change. I studied his speeches in my high school
government class, including his Beyond Vietnam address, given
at New York City’s Riverside Church on April 4, 1967, where
he told us, “I am convinced that if we are to get on the right
side of the world revolution, we as a nation must undergo a
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radical revolution of values.” Dr. King became another of my heroes,
and I clung to his words, ready to participate in whatever radical
revolution he might suggest. A newfound zealot, I invoked laughter
in that government class by suggesting that Dr. King would make an
excellent US President.
Hollywood did its bit for civil rights with Sixties movies such
as Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, A Raisin in the Sun, Nothing But a
Man and To Kill A Mockingbird. Encouraged and abetted by my leftwinging uncle Garnett, I saw all those movies and, with his guidance,
took their messages to heart.
Later that fall I got my driver’s license, bought a red VW bug
and drove over to the Crescent Theater to see the season’s most
talked-about movie, In the Heat Of the Night. The picture had become
big news. Not tame even by today’s standards, the film shocked
Sixties audiences with its almost militant racial stance. Virgil Tibbs,
played by Sidney Poitier, was an empowered black man stuck
in a tiny, Deep-South town who wasn’t takin’ no shit off Whitey.
I wondered how that would play in Louisville, Kentucky, a city
bounded to the north by the Mason-Dixon Line. To my surprise and
delight, the mostly white audience laughed and whooped at Tibbs’
unprecedented insolence. They actually stood and cheered when
Poitier slapped the daylights out of Endicott, the highfalutin cotton
plantation owner (masterfully portrayed by Dick Cheney look-alike
Larry Gates). I stood and cheered with them, certain that a whole new
day had dawned on America. But it wasn’t to be. As it turned out, it
was only a half day.
When director Norman Jewison, along with his cast and
production crew, rolled into Sparta, Illinois to film In the Heat Of the
Night, not one of them was saying, “Hey kids. Let’s make us a box
office smash, and while we’re at it, let’s go ahead and win the 1968
Academy Award for Best Picture. And what the heck. Let’s go for
Best Picture at the Golden Globes and New York Critics Awards too.”
As Jewison put it, “Who could think of such things when you’re
struggling along on a shoestring budget, when you have to beg the
producer for a friggin’ crane?” The picture cost only an estimated $2
million to make, and even that paltry figure was over budget. That
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the film did all those very things speaks to the
talent, dedication and sacrifice of the cast and
crew, and most especially Jewison, the man
who put it together and made it spin like a
dreidel in a puddle of grit grease. The movie
did $23.4 million at the box office.
The Heat won a total of five Oscars. Rod
Steiger, as the racist but perceptive Sheriff
Gillespie, won for Best Actor. Screenwriter
Stirling Silliphant and film editor Hal
Ashby won in their respective categories,
and the production also won a who-cares
statuette for Best Sound Mixing. It should
have won more, beginning with Quincy
Jones’ smoldering soundtrack, performed
by jazz luminaries, that slithers through the
movie like a big, pissed off cottonmouth on
a mission. Somehow the soundtrack wasn’t
even nominated, but it did take the Grammy
for Best Score Soundtrack Album. Jewison
won Best Director at the Golden Globes
and New York Critics, but lost out on Oscar
night to Mike Nichols for The Graduate--a
good movie for sure, but are you kidding
me? Poitier’s Tibbs, a character for the ages,
wasn’t nominated for Best Actor, though he
did win the Golden Globe for Best Actor and
the BAFTA for Best Foreign Actor. Actress Lee
Grant, whose taut performance Rod Steiger
called the best in the movie, was snubbed
by the Academy. Cinematographer Haskell
Wexler, who shot a masterpiece with a bunch
of outmoded Bolex cameras (and who is
credited with being the first Hollywood
shutterbug to properly light a black man’s
skin), was also snubbed.
The entire supporting cast, led by the
great Warren Oates, is outstanding. Our
Nugget-winning performers also include:
William Shallert (Patty Duke’s TV father) as
smarmy Mayor Schubert; Peter Whitney, as
hilarious, scene-stealing Deputy Courtney;
the aforementioned Larry Gates, Larry D.
Mann as cheerfully racist City Councilman
Watkins; Beah Richards as voodoo abortion
artist Mama Caleba; Anthony James, in his
first movie role, as the murderous Ralph
(who went on to a busy Nugget career
playing various uber-disturbing creeps); and
a Nugget with a Gold Star to the amazing
Arthur Malet as the mealy-mouthed banker.
But the Special Nugget Award with Gold
Star and Double Cluster goes to Quentin
Dean who plays Delores Purdy, the sassy,
seductive, exhibitionist teenager who was
the root cause of all the trouble on that hot,
sin-laced night in Sparta, Mississippi. Dean’s
role as a semi-feral southern teenager was
her first ever screen appearance, and she is
utterly convincing--even though she was
neither southern (born and raised in LA) nor
a teenager (she turned 22 just before filming
began). In her big scene, lying through her
teeth, sucking seductively on a pop bottle,
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and teasing through every sweaty pore in Sheriff Gillespie’s
office, she explodes off the screen in an acting tour de force that
won her a Golden Globe nomination and a role in the 1968
stay-away Elvis vehicle, Stay Away Joe. (Take my word for it.
Quentin is the only thing worthwhile about this consistently
flat-falling comedy set on a Navajo reservation. Kevin Thomas
of the Los Angeles Times wrote: “the film could scarcely seem
more embarrassingly tasteless or ill-timed than right now. In
an unintentionally patronizing way it projects an image of
the Indian as happy-go-lucky, immoral and irresponsible just
when the public is becoming aware of how truly tragic his
plight is.“ ‘Nuff said, but Dean is delightful.)
Quentin Dean made only nine other screen appearances,
performing admirably in two movies and seven television
shows before suddenly, and without explanation, vanishing
from Hollywood in 1969. One of the movies, Will Penny, is
a fine, fine, must-see Western drama that rates a full five
Nuggies--even though it stars Charlton Heston. Her last
performance was in 1969, a guest-starring role on the TV
Western Lancer in an episode insipidly entitled A Person

Race relations were stretched to a breaking point. And this was a film about race relations

Unknown. Within the limits of the flimsy script Quentin and fellow
guest stars Bruce Dern and Agnes Morehead acquit themselves quite
well. The entire episode can be seen for zip on YouTube, as well as her
big scene in The Heat and a fun trailer for Stay Away Joe.
After that, nothing was heard of Quentin Dean until she died of
cancer at age 58 in Los Angeles. Her ashes were scattered at sea in the
Pacific Ocean. Ashes to ashes, Nuggets to dust.
Not all the movie critics loved The Heat. Their chief
complaint was that it wasn’t all that great a murder mystery
story. They missed the point entirely, and that couldn’t have
been easy to do. The movie isn’t about the murder; that
deed is just another random act of violence, another sad,
daily occurrence in America. The murder serves only as
the vehicle that brings together two men, polar opposites,
The movie, though set in the heat of summer, was shot in the
firmly entrenched on opposite sides of the racial fence,
fall of 1967. This is apparent whenever trees appear in the
who are forced by circumstance to fight through adversity
film, they’re wearing their fall colors. It was so cool out that
together. In the course of that struggle, they not only find
during night filming, actors had to keep ice cubes in their
the good in each other but also have a glimpse at the bad
mouths to prevent their breath from steaming.
within themselves. Jewison effectively uses the polarity
of Tibbs vs. Gillespie to recreate the incessant, simmering
The soundtrack personnel includes this extraordinarily
racial tension bubbling just below the surface in a small,
eclectic line-up of luminaries: Ray Charles--vocals & piano;
backwards southern town. But as with the repulsion of like
Glen Campbell--vocals & banjo; Roland Kirk--flute; Bobby
poles between two magnets, it is their similarities rather
Scott--tack piano; Billy Preston--organ; Ray Brown--double
than their differences that causes the tension.
bass; Don Elliot--human instrument; and The Raelettes—
Jewison gave insight to this dynamic in a 2011 Directors
vocals.
Guild of America Quarterly interview where he describes the
Rod Steiger initially resisted director Norman Jewison’s
argument between Gillespie and Tibbs after the infamous
suggestion that Sheriff Gillespie be a non-stop gum
slap scene:
chewer. Then Steiger grew enamored with the idea and
“This is where they have the argument in
enthusiastically chomped his way through 263 packs of gum
which Virgil says, ‘I can pull that fat cat down, I
during shooting.
can bring him right off this hill.’ So this confirms
Jewison and cinematographer Haskell Wexler tried out six
to Gillespie that Virgil is quite capable of reverse
different lens colors for Sheriff Gillespie’s iconic sunglasses.
discrimination, that now he’s racially motivated.
They went with the orange-yellow shade because “it felt the
He thinks Virgil is trying to pin the murder rap
most threatening”. True dat.
on Endicott because of what Endicott represents
politically. That’s why he says, ‘You’re just like
“The Slap Heard Round the World” isn’t in John Ball’s
the rest of us, ain’t ya?’ ...There’s something in
original novel. According to Poitier, the scene almost wasn’t
what Gillespie is saying. He cuts to the core here,
in the movie. In the textbook Civil Rights and Race Relations in
and Virgil realizes that he’s capable of hate. ...The
the USA 1850-2009, Poitier avers: “I said, ‘I’ll tell you what,
mood of the country is important when you’re
I’ll make this movie for you if you give me your absolute
dealing with any kind of political situation. Race
guarantee when he slaps me, I slap him right back. And you
relations were on the TV screens of America, and
guarantee that it will play in every version of this movie.’
race relations were stretched to a breaking point.
I try not to do things that are against nature.” However,
And this was a film about race relations.”
Poitier’s version of the story is contradicted by Mark Harris

Cool Heat Fun Facts
•

•

•

•

•

in his book, Pictures at a Revolution. Harris, who obtained a
copy of screenwriter Sterling Silliphant’s original, pre-Poitier
draft, states that it clearly contains the scene just as filmed.
Both director Jewison and Silliphant endorsed the Harris
version
•
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In 2007, the movie’s iconic line, “They call me Mister Tibbs!”,
was voted #76 in Premiere’s list of top 100 All-Time Greatest
Movie Lines.

The Slap Heard Round the World
The slap, the film’s signature moment, stirred up a
Sixties press sensation, so much so that it became known
as “The Slap Heard Round the World.” Under Jewison’s
masterful direction, that explosive blow still resonates
all these years later. In this scene Tibbs, Philadelphia’s
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ace homicide detective, having
unearthed evidence connecting
Endicott to the murder, confronts
the cotton tycoon in the orchid
conservatory of his plantation
mansion. Tibbs hooks Endicott
with his shared interest in orchids
and plays out the line without reacting to Endicott’s racist pontifications: “(Orchids
are) like the Negra. They need care and feedin’. Cultivatin’. And that takes time.”
When it finally dawns on Endicott that he’s being interrogated as a murder
suspect, a rooster crows outside, a subtle touch that goes unnoticed. As the cock
crows, the little martinet of a man strides over to Tibbs and slaps him forcefully with
the back of his hand. Without hesitation Tibbs repays the blow with interest. A big
part of the poignancy of that scene lies in the fact that those assaults smack with
reality. What movie magic did Jewison employ to authenticate those blows? The
answer is surprising: none. They were absolutely real. Jewison discussed this in the
Directors Guild interview:
“When we rehearsed the slap, we always stopped and said, ‘bang,
bang, bang’ or ‘slap, slap.’ Because it hurts to get slapped that hard.
I took Larry Gates aside, the chap who played Endicott, and had to
teach him--since he wasn’t a trained film actor. He was a theatrical
actor. I said, ‘Try not to hit the ear. Hit him on the fatty part of the
cheek, underneath the ear. Then you can take a pretty hard slap. Go
ahead, slap me.’ He says, ‘I can’t do that.’ I said, ‘Go ahead.’ So he
slapped me. I said, ‘That’s not a slap. Slap me harder!’ When he got
to the point when he was stunning me a little, I said, ‘You got it!’ I
could see Larry was afraid of slapping Sidney. But Sidney I didn’t
have to direct. He was a film actor. I said, ‘I want you to hit him
hard enough so that he feels it. In other words, you can’t hold back.’
I remember working on this technically, trying to get both actors to
the point where they’re not afraid of hurting each other. That was the
main thing. I think we did it in two takes, and I think we used the
first. Because there’s something about being caught off guard that was
essential to the moment. Nobody expected him to slap Sidney.”
* * * * *
The movie was based on a novel by John Ball, and the original production plan
called for location filming in Sparta, Mississippi, the setting for Ball’s work. That idea
was nixed when Poitier signed on as Tibbs. After a recent visit with Harry Belafonte
at his South Carolina home, Sidney had seen plenty enough of the South. The shoot
was rerouted to Sparta, Illinois because it was up north, the right size, and would
save the threadbare production expenditures on Sparta signage.
I stumbled upon that fact recently, and that started the chain reaction that led
to this quasi-journalistic endeavor. The first thing that struck me was that Sparta,
IL is only sixty miles from Ferguson, MO, the town where the Black Lives Matter
movement germinated after the police shooting of Michael Brown, Jr. Then it struck
me that I had a ticket to see the Dodgers play the (ugh!) Cardinals, and that, since it
was a day game, with only a short detour I could visit Sparta to perhaps sniff out a
story. My idea was to explore local views on the film as well as local race relations in
this era of Trump recidivism. Well, I got a story, but it was hardly the one I wanted.
The names of just about everybody and everything have been omitted or changed for
reasons which will soon be apparent.
To set my project in motion with a bit of research on Sparta. Set in the fertile river
flats of Southern Illinois, Sparta is a Bible Belt town of 4,302, 79 percent of whom are
Caucasian and 18 percent African-American. It lies in Illinois’ 12th Congressional
District, which Trump won by a 55% to 40% margin. Despite that fact, Sparta isn’t
true Trump country. In the four previous presidential elections the district voted
Gore, Kerry, Obama, and Obama. Sparta has no outstanding history of racial strife.
The town was stridently abolitionist in the Civil War era and even hosted a way
station for the Underground Railroad.
Next I called a local newspaper, let’s say The Sparta Evening Boar, in hopes of
getting recommendations of people to interview. I wanted either civil rights activists
or people who had interacted with the movie production. Cruella, the lady who
answered my call, listened politely through my request, then, without pause for
thought, said “No, we don’t know nobody like that.” And then she hung up. I tried

In the Heat Of the Night shocked
Sixties audiences with its almost
militant racial stance.
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three other local institutions that might
know such things and got similar responses
from all three. I finally realized that I was
dealing with small-town insularity, and
that my only recourse would be to go to
Sparta and buttonhole people on the street.
I’d never done such a thing in my entire
writing career, but I figured it was worth a
try.
I drove in to Sparta around five o’clock
on a Sunday evening, almost 52 years to the
day since the release of In the Heat Of the
Night. There’s not a lot to the town, and it
didn’t take me long to find one of my photo
destinations, the old railway station that
figures prominently in the movie. I timed
the stop well. While I was there a freight
train rolled down the tracks, and I managed
to get a shot that mimicked the opening
sequence of The Heat. After I got my shots,
I walked back to my car, and just as I got
there a van pulled up across the street. The
door opened and out stepped the woman
of my dreams, a grandmotherly-looking
African-American woman all dressed up
like she was coming home from church.
I was already patting myself on the back,
thinking “What a grand fella am I, with
such exquisite timing.”
When she looked toward me I said,
“Ma’am, may I ask you a question?” She
stopped and stared at me blankly. I plowed
on, “Were you in Sparta when they filmed
In the Heat Of the Night?”
“No.” She continued to stare at me, so
I quickly summarized my planned story
for her. She nodded her head as I spoke. I
sensed an opening, so I dared to ask, “How
do you feel about current race relations
here in Trump-era Sparta?” She looked me
up and down twice and quickly said, “It’s
fine.” Then she turned and walked away.
As she entered her home, I looked up to see
several pairs of eyes peering at me through
the windows.
I drove past a nearby park and saw
what appeared to be a junior high football
practice in progress. I was near enough to
see that it was an interracial group. The
evening light shown on them softly, and I
sensed a photo opportunity. I parked, got
out of the car, took a long-distance shot
of the football game, and started walking
toward the kids for a closer shot. As I drew
near I saw that some of the kids had drinks
and snacks on the field, and I realized that
the game was not organized sport. A boy
walked past me, and I asked him what
sort of group this was. He said, “Birthday
party,” and walked on. I saw adults in a
nearby shelter, so I started walking toward
them to seek permission to photograph. I
stopped when I saw a group of them, all
white men, walking rapidly toward me.
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They didn’t look the least bit friendly.
It turned out that someone had seen me take the longdistance shot, and they were pissed. I apologized, showed my
identification at their request, and told them I didn’t realize
it was a private group from that distance. Then I turned the
camera to show them the picture, which was mainly dramatic
sky and far too distant to distinguish faces. Then I deleted it
before their eyes. That did nothing to appease them. Their
leader said, “You can’t be too careful these days. You could be
some kind of pervert for all we know. Now you need to get the
fuck out of here right now, or things are gonna get violent.” I
hastily complied. Two buttonhole attempts later, I gave it up.
I managed to get all the shots I wanted except for the
one I wanted most—the Compton Diner where Warren Oates
stopped for his nightly slice of homemade pie. I learned that
Compton’s had been torn down, news that I found both
saddening and maddening. It was arguably the most historic
place in town. How could they? Disheartened, I decided to
head back home.
On the way out of town I spotted a VFW lodge with
several cars out front. I decided to stop in for a cold beer and

Quentin Dean (seated, slouched) explodes off the screen

perhaps a final shot at the
I wanted to explore race
story. When I walked in,
the main hall was empty
relations in the town where
except for an interracial
In the Heat of the Night was
couple sitting at the bar.
The stereo blared hip hop.
filmed. So I dared to ask, “How
I sat down at the bar and
do you feel about current
ordered my beer. The
bored bartender started
race relations here in Trumpmaking small talk with
era Sparta?” She looked
me, and I ended up telling
her about my failed Sparta
me up and down twice and
mission. She said, “You
quickly said, “It’s fine.” Then
know, there’s a guy out
in the courtyard whose
she turned and walked away.
son was in the movie. You
should talk to him. He’s
African-American, and he
hung out with Sidney Poitier while they were making the movie.” I
thanked her and headed out to the courtyard.
There was only one African-American party out there, and they
were just rising to leave when I approached them. Two of
them were women, so I buttonholed the man. As I explained
what I was doing, he began to smile broadly, and when
I finished he said, “You’re definitely talking to the right
man, but I need to get these young ladies home now. How
about I give you my phone number, and we can talk about
it tomorrow just as much as you want.” We exchanged
numbers, and I headed home with a big smile on my face.
I called him at least eight times a day for the next four
days. He never answered.
As far as I’m concerned that’s the story. Suspicion,
doubt, negativity and insularism reign supreme in Trumpera Sparta, Illinois and in towns all across the country. Now,
as I think back to that day when the sixteen-year-old me
stood to cheer The Slap Heard Round the World, I realize
that only a little over half of our country heard it. The rest,
the slightly smaller half, weren’t listening and will never
listen. The majority must rule.
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MAKING
THE MOB
From Hitchcock’s
The Lodger to
Trump’s Tweets

By Tom Prasch
Watching replays of Donald Trump in North
Carolina, the crowd chanting “Send Her Back” to a
rhythm familiar from 2016, Trump glowing in the
crowd’s acclaim, their embrace of his anti-Squad tweets’
xenophobia, I found myself repeatedly thinking of Alfred
Hitchcock’s The Lodger (1927), his silent-film meditation
on terror and mob vigilantism in foggy Edwardian
London.
Ok, I’ll admit it wasn’t the first film I thought of
while watching Trump, but really, Leni Riefenstahl is way
too easy.
But Hitchcock’s The Lodger: A Story of the London
Fog (to give the film its full title), the film Hitchcock told
François Truffaut was “the first true ‘Hitchcock picture,”
mostly concerns a Jack the Ripper-style serial killer (the
Avenger, he calls himself) loose in the London night,
preying on blonde women (true Hitchcock indeed).
Throughout the film, Hitchcock attends to the way
in which the circulation of information—by rumor,
tickertape feeds, newspapers, illuminated news tickers,
the headline cries of boys hawking papers—enflame
public fear and anger.
Near the end of the film, the police have arrested a
suspect (the unnamed lodger of the title), but he escapes,
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still in handcuffs. When the drinkers in a downtown pub
spot him, he takes flight, pursued by a growing crowd. He
tries to leap a fence, but gets caught (those handcuffs) on
the iron pickets, and is left dangling, almost as if crucified
(yeah, Hitchcock loved his crucifixion allusions; when he
is finally pulled down from the cross, I mean fence, watch
for the Pieta allusion). The angry mob closes around him,
so tumultuous that Joe, the cop on the case, fears they “will
tear him apart.”
And that would be an especially unfortunate outcome
because the police had arrested the wrong man. The lodger
was in fact another victim of the murder spree, his own
sister an early target of the Avenger. He had taken up
lodgings in East London hoping to track down the killer
himself. Doing so put him at risk: he was the stranger in the
community, the outsider.
It’s a silent film, the mob scene minimally subtitled,
but we can well imagine that among the taunts the crowd
leveled during their attack could be a version of “Go back
where you came from.” Never mind that where he came
from is just the richer part of the same city; mobs often
get such details wrong. (Three of Trump’s tweet targets,
after all, are American born, and the other, as a naturalized
citizen, has doubtless studied the U. S. Constitution more
thoroughly and recently than anyone at Trump’s rally has.)
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The “wrong
man” plot in The
Lodger had been
a contrivance on
Hitchcock’s part to
get around a casting
problem. In Marie
Belloc Lowndes’s
source novel, the
lodger presumably,
if not certainly, is
in fact the Avenger,
and he gets away
in the end. But the
casting necessitated
the change, as he told
Peter Bogdanovich:
“Of course, strictly
speaking, he should
have been the ripper
and gone on his
way.… But Ivor
Novello was the
matinee idol of the
period and could not
be the murderer.”
Thus the shift. But
it clearly struck a
chord with Hitchcock,
because it became
one of his most
regularly employed
Hitchcock loved his crucifixion allusions
plot motifs, figuring
in fully a dozen of
his films between
The Lodger through (obviously) The Wrong Man (1955) to his
penultimate film, Frenzy (1972), thus covering the full arc of his
career. Something about the innocent man (or at least the man
not guilty of what he was accused of and pursued for) clearly
worked for Hitchcock.
Just as clearly, Trump thinks it works for him, too.
Allowing for a gender jump to fit with Trump’s misogynist
tendencies, Ilhan Omar functioned as “wrong man” at the
North Carolina rally (where she figured as the main target of
his remarks; maybe, over the days since his first tweets, Trump
had finally figured out that the other three were American born
in spite of not being white). Admittedly, the way the “wrong
man” is produced is somewhat different. For the most part
Hitchcock’s lodger gets misidentified as the Avenger because
he is out of place and behaving suspiciously. Even we, as
viewers, suspect him. In contrast, Rep. Omar becomes the
“wrong man” by Trump’s lies, amplified by the racism that
underpins those lies.
Trump insists Omar embraces Al Qaeda, blames America
for 9/11, supports terrorism, sympathizes with ISIS, and
slandered the soldiers
involved in the Blackhawk
Down episode in her native
Somalia. All these claims are
demonstrably untrue, as a wide
range of fact-checkers have
shown. His broader claim,
that she is “anti-American”

is more difficult to factcheck, but certainly her
criticisms of US policy
pale beside stump-speech
Trump material; think
the fiery denunciation of
America in his Republican
Convention speech, or
the “American carnage”
passage in his inaugural
address. Perhaps it’s
one of those insideroutsider things: only “real
Americans” can criticize
America in Trump’s view,
and for the man who
pushed birtherism and
pushes out racist tweets,
we know who can never
be “real.”
But the point
remains: Trump’s defined
target—an ISIS-and-Al
Qaeda-backing proterrorist anti-American
he calls “Ilhan Omar”--is
a fiction. The fictional
Trumpian construction
“Ilhan Omar” is not the
Ilhan Omar who actually
serves in Congress on
behalf of a constituency
in Minnesota, but it is she
about whom the crowd
chants “send her back,” to whom the death threats are addressed.
She is the “wrong man” in the scenario.
Even if Omar becomes the “wrong man” through a different
mechanism, then, the outcome is the same. When the crowd becomes
the mob, she becomes their target. See chants and death threats.

CLENCHED FISTS, RUNNING FEET

Hitchcock’s typical “wrong man” plot plays the chase out in
relative isolation from the social world. Think of North by Northwest’s
cropduster or Mount Rushmore sequences, the Scottish moors of
39 Steps (1935), the ski slopes of Spellbound (1945), all those trains.
But in Lodger, crowds do the work, in part because in this, an early
Hitchcock, he shows his roots. Hitchcock had not only been sponging
up German Expressionist influences but watching Sergei Eisenstein,
as the crowd choreography and montage work show. It should also
be remembered, however, that Hitchcock was a Victorian (if only
barely). And when it comes to a good mob scene, the sort in which
the mob becomes a character in itself, distinct from the individuals
that compose it, no one did it better than that most proto-cinematic of
Victorian novelists, Charles Dickens. Think of the mob chasing Sikes
in Oliver Twist, the seething revolutionary crowds in A Tale of Two
Cities. Think above all else of the mob of the anti-Catholic Gordon
Riots in Barnaby Rudge.
Dickens recognized the role
of “False priests, false prophets,
false doctors, false patriots, false
prodigies of every kind”—we may
as well just call it “fake news”—
in feeding “popular credulity,”

Mobs often get the
details wrong.
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in shaping a mob. He notes the way information circulates,
and is exaggerated and distorted in the process, to create a
mob-enabling spirit of fear. Had the aims of the anti-Catholic
forces simply been proclaimed in public, Dickens suggests,
they “might perhaps have called together a hundred people.
But when vague rumours got abroad, that … a secret power
was mustering… when the air was filled with whispers of
a confederacy among the
Popish powers to degrade
and enslave England… when
terrors and alarms which
no man understood were
perpetually broached … and
bygone bugbears which had
lain quietly in their graves for
centuries were raised again
to haunt the ignorant and
credulous … so that stocks and stones appeared infected with
the common fear, urging all men to join together blindfold in
resistant of they knew not what, they knew not why;--then the
mania spread indeed.” Imagine what Dickens could have done
with Twitter and Facebook.
The Dickensian mob becomes its own character, distinct
from its individual members. When one character is hit by a
thrown stone in Barnaby Rudge and demands to know, “Who
did that?,” “Not a soul moved.” The mob did that, no one in
it. The mob has its own dark personality: “A mob is usually
a creature of very mysterious existence…. Assembling and
dispersing with equal suddenness, it is as difficult to follow
to its various sources as the sea itself; nor does the parallel
stop here, for the ocean is not more fickle and uncertain, more
terrible when roused, more unreasonable, more cruel.” And
“the rabble’s unappeasable and maniac rage” culminates in a
great fire that consumes the barely individuated individuals
amid the mass, so that they “became themselves the dust and
ashes of the flames they had kindled.” Outward destruction is
redirected toward all-consuming self-destruction.
The traces of such a model of mob action are evident

in Hitchcock’s The Lodger. Note how that mix of rumor and news
helps spread the fear that informs its action. Watch how the crowd
takes shape, from the handful of people at the pub to the crowd that
catches up with the lodger at the fence. Observe the way Hitchcock’s
deployment of Eisenstein-style montage highlights parts over wholes:
raised or clenched fists, running feet. Think of the clear method of the
mob, and of course of its violent intent. When Truffaut suggested to

In Trump’s view, only “real
Americans” can criticize America.
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Hitchcock that the scene “suggests a lynching,” Hitchcock agreed.
Trump rallies follow similar rules. Fear fueled by rumor and
false information? Check. A fueling rancor of us-vs.-them at the
core? Check. A crowd that follows its own rules, that ceases to be
a group of individuals taking responsibility for their actions? That
too. Remember how “no one” threw the rock in Barnaby Rudge? “No
one”—and especially not Trump—was responsible for the “Send her
back” chant, either. And consider the well-documented violence of
Trump rallies, targeting protesters and reporters within, spreading to
the streets outside (recent reporting by both the New York Times and
the Washington Post point to a correlation between Trump rally sites
and both hate crimes and assaults), continuing in the death threats
and social-media venom.
Where a Trump rally differs from the mob in The Lodger is that
there’s no reversal in sight: no true Avenger arrested, no victim of
crowd violence saved at the last minute, no crowd dispersed, buying
copies of the newspaper with the latest headlines on their way. No
deus ex machine in these godless times.

The Squad has been targeted as “un-American”
for their color, gender, and politics.
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THE DOUBLE CHASE

A plot offshoot of the “wrong man” trope in Hitchcock is what he termed
the “double chase”: as the “wrong man” is pursued, he in turn, intent on proving
his innocence, pursues the real criminal. As Hitchcock told David Brady: “I’m
partial to the double chase. There the audience can run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds.” In The Lodger, this is established even before the mob scene: the
lodger explains what he is up to, hunting his sister’s killer, at the time of his arrest,
although the police won’t believe him.
In the contemporary context, the “double chase” amounts to a natural followup to the observation that Trump works by misdirection, by pulling our attention
away from something else. This is hardly innovatory on Trump’s part; indeed,
aside from the parallel to Hitchcock plots, it has long been recognized as a routine
move by the right in its
use of wedge issues. Tom
Frank, for example, argues
in What’s the Matter with
Kansas? (2004), that hotbutton cultural issues get
deployed to distract from
core economic policies.
It’s just the mob mentality
of the rallies that changes
the dynamic with Trump
(although we don’t have to
look too far for analogies
with that, either). The
right move for the “wrong
man,” then, is to pursue
that “something else”
Trump would rather we
not be noticing.
In this sense, the
Squad has been following
the script perfectly,
“wrong men” in their
own pursuit of the true
bad guy. Targeted as “unAmerican” for their color,
gender, and politics, they
have insisted, first, on their
American identity, and
second, on the need not let the attacks distract them from their policy goals. Their
press conference in response to the initial racist tweets illuminates the issue. Rep.
Pressley, the lead speaker, called on people “to not take the bait,” calling the tweets
a “disruptive distraction” from the issues of, among others, reducing prescriptiondrug costs, addressing universal healthcare, and securing affordable housing. Rep.
Omar addressed “mass deportation raids” (which Trump had promised, but has yet
to deliver) and “human rights abuses at our border” (part of the deliberate cruelty
that shapes Trump immigration policy). Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez underlined
the cost to children in policies ranging from family separation of immigrants by
Trump to the decimation of public education pushed by his Secretary of Education.
And Rep. Rashida Tlaib insisted on the necessity of holding Trump “accountable to
the laws of the land,” through the initiation of impeachment proceedings.
It seems evident that the congresswomen have a pretty clear idea who the real
villain in this scenario is. And it turns out that the real villain is the very man who
seeks to turn the mob against them, who made them into the “wrong man” in the
first place. We shouldn’t be too surprised: Hitchcock used that plot line, too. See
Spellbound or Frenzy. The only question that remains is how we, the audience for
this particular version of a familiar plot, can find our way to an ending that turns
out well for the “wrong man.”

Dickens recognized
the role of “False
priests, false
prophets, false
doctors, false
patriots, false
prodigies of every
kind”—we may as
well just call it
“fake news.”

[editor’s note: The Lodger will be screened at the IU Cinema on November
2nd, with orchestral accompaniment.]
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